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Message from Diane Pumphrey, President
Lake Lorman Board of Directors

“Volunteering is the ultimate exercise in democracy. You vote in elections once a year, but when you 
volunteer, you vote every day about the kind of community you want to live in.” Author Unknown. 

I ran across this quote and decided that it fits just right for a message to my neighbors since it is time to 
think about Board elections. As you know, the Lake Lorman Corporation is run by a Board of Directors 
who manage the business and affairs of the Corporation. The by-laws provide that the Board is made up 
of six Directors. The Directors’ terms are staggered and the terms are for two years. No Director can 
serve more than two consecutive terms. In order to run, you have to be a member in good standing and 
up to date with payment of dues. Every year there are three positions that come up for election to the 
Board. Voting takes place at the annual meeting which is set for the second Monday in December. This 
year that will be December 13, 2021. It is not too early to consider whether you can serve the community 
in one of these positions. We are looking for those who are interested in volunteering to run. The 
commitment requires that you make every effort to attend the Board meetings once a month and be 
available as needed to handle the business that comes before the Board. This year that has included 
repairs to the dam and boat registration. If you have a servant’s heart, please give some thought about 
running for one of these three positions. Your help is appreciated and it will make a difference to the 
community in which you live. 

Please contact anyone on the Board if you have questions or wish to volunteer. 

A Note from the Lake Lorman Utility District
Don Seagrove, President
Lake Lorman Utility District

The State Board Of Health conducted their annual audit on May 5, 2021. We received a 5.0 out of a 
possible 5. It covered a technical capacity assessment, managerial capacity assessment, and financial 
capacity assessment. This was made possible by the hard work and dedication of Woody Holt, Jimmie 
King, Linda McCraw and Mary Ann Sones. The next time you’re out and about and see them, thank 
them for their dedication and community service. 

We have installed an in-line phosphate defuser. This should eliminate any water discoloration should any 
develop. We will install within the next few days a cellular RTU panel at the well. This will alert our water 
operator of power failures, emergency power running, well failure, chlorine pump failure, tank level and 
low levels by text. This system should enhance the operation and maintenance of our system. 

It is with regret that Mr King resigned from the Utility board because of health reasons. We appreciate his
long years of service and dedication. The board recommended to the Board of Supervisors that Mr Gram 
Hopkins be appointed to fill his remaining term. Gram brings with him experience in the real world and a 
bucket full of common sense. We welcome him to the board. 

We thank you for your continued support and kindness. We appreciate you as a customer, neighbor, and 
friend. 
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Dam Good News
by Kelley Dickinson

Milton Jenkins, our lake manager, reported good news to the board at its July meeting. Several years ago
the Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality, established new regulations regarding dams which 
required increasing overflow capacity to deal with unprecedented rainfall.  Because these new 
requirements were a hardship on many older dams last year the state legislature agreed to make a one -
time allocation of close to $2,000,000 to a Dam Safety Fund.

The letter from the Dam Safety Division of the MDEQ explains, “The grant may be utilized for the 
purposes of draining, repairing, rehabilitating, breaching, or removing high hazard dams as necessary to 
protect downstream lives and property….Repairs and rehabilitation activities must address deficiencies 
that prevent the dam from being in compliance with the Mississippi high hazard dam standards.”  Under 
the statute, dams in residential areas are considered “high hazard”. (So are dams in other areas where 
there could be loss of life or significant property damage.)

We have completed some work on the dam, such as stopping seepage and animal burrows and cutting 
trees too close to the foot of the dam.  The main work though, which has been approved, but not yet 
started is increasing and leveling the dam’s height which has sagged over the years.  This will increase 
the overflow capacity as required by the MDEQ regulations.  Milton explained this is the work for which 
he will apply to the Dam Safety Fund.  If approved, the Fund will pay for 65% of the cost of the work and 
we will be responsible for 35%.  

The board is getting three estimates for the work, which is expected to cost in the range of $140,000, so 
the savings to Lake Lorman will be significant if our application for grant money is approved.  “We’d be 
crazy not to apply,” Milton said.  The work is expected to start this month or next.

The “No Name” Bunch
by Bill Jones

The fish fry at the clubhouse on Saturday, July 17 was a huge success.  The “Bunch” providing the fish 
are a group of guys who love fishing and often catch more than they can use, so they bank, by freezing, 
some of what they catch... bream, bass, catfish and when the amount looks about right hold a “free” 
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cooking at the clubhouse for all residents and their guests.  It is, as
I said, free but donations are requested to help cover the cost of oil,
plates, utensils, trays, etc.

The “Bunch” also volunteers (I’m sure with a little persuasion) to
assist in fertilization of the lake, placing buoys, and other activities
that the lake manager can get them to do at no additional cost to
the lot owners from the maintenance fees.

The “Bunch” is not a club, association, fraternity or gang…
according to Earl Hankins (one of them) it’s just a bunch of guys
(no women at this time but would not be excluded) who enjoy
fishing.  As stated above they catch and dress more fish than they
can use and love to share them with “the fish fry”.
This writer looks to another “overload” of fish by the “No Name Bunch” and hopes another fish fry is in 
the offing.

Let’s all be good to our lake and be good neighbors; after all, isn’t that why we moved here?

 

 

As Our Lake Community Grows We Welcome Our New Neighbors
by Kay French

We welcome the Mazzaferro family to Lakeview Court.

What brought you to Lake Lorman? 
We had been casually looking for a few years. We love the area and 
were looking for a home, ideally after our youngest daughter 
graduated high school. When we found something, we jumped at the 
opportunity and are excited to be here. 

What are your favorite activities? 
Family time-2 daughters in college and we look forward to visiting 
them in Oxford and retreating back to empty nesting on the Lake. 
Betsy loves to walk, bargain shop and work around the home. Gregory
likes to run, bike, swim, golf, and fish. 

Members of your family? 
Gregory-regional sales manager at Bayer pharma. Betsy-nurse at 
Eyecare Surgery Center. Maddy-senior at Ole Miss in accounting. 
Eliza-freshman at Ole Miss. Romeo-our 1 year old golden retriever. 

What do you love most about Lake Lorman? 
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The views, the peace and quiet atmosphere, the friendly neighborhood feel, and the location-far enough 
away to feel like a retreat, but close enough to town for family activities and work.

George and Penny Thrash ~ 123 Westline Drive
We lived in
Raymond for the
past 35 years and
decided to build a
new home after
our two children
(Claire and
Peyton) finished
school.  We came
to Lake Lorman
because we have
friends here and
we love kayaking,
paddle boarding,
and fishing.
Penny works in
Ridgeland and I own a locksmith business so Lorman is a perfect place to be closer to work.  We have 
enjoyed meeting new friends and just sitting on the porch watching the lake, it’s so peaceful.

We also appreciate the warm welcome we have gotten since building at Gate One.

News From Your Neighbors
by Kay French

Our community has celebrated many milestones in the last few months. 

Karen and Bill Hulett celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary
in July.  Due to Covid, their big party was canceled, but they 
had a wonderful intimate celebration with family.  They had a 
BBQ in their back yard. Their priest from St. Richards came and
had a special mass for the attendees.  Out of town guests were
treated to a mimosa brunch before departing.

Karen and Bill also welcomed a grandson in December, making
a total six grandchildren.  
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Mary Ann Sones’ granddaughter, Claire Thornton, graduated in May from Oak Grove High School in 
Hattiesburg.  Claire will attend Pearl River Community College majoring in nursing.  Her grandson, Noah 
Thornton graduated Summa Cum Laude from The University of Mississippi in May.  He will attend 
medical school at Temple University.  Their mother, Dr. Christy Sones Barnett, grew up at Lake Lorman.

Sarah Elkin, daughter of Allie and David, graduated from the University of Oklahoma School of 
Engineering in May.  She has accepted a job in Austin, Texas with WGI Consulting Engineers. 
Baily Grace Elkin married Palmer Dryden in a “Covid style” wedding with family only in attendance on 
August 1, 2020.  

Andrew Swan, son of Tracy and Kenneth Swan, graduated from
Madison Central High School.  He plans to attend Mississippi State
University majoring in wildlife management law enforcement. He also
plans to become a fighter pilot in the Air Force after graduation from
Mississippi State.  

Cooper Williams, son of Sherry and Joe Williams, graduated from 
Madison Central High School.  He will attend Holmes Community 
College this fall, majoring in business administration.  He plans to 
transfer to The University of Mississippi next year.  
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Zoe Keyes, daughter of Tiffany and Shaun, graduated from Madison
Central High School with distinction.  She is plans to attend the
University of Mississippi for the Integrated Marketing and
Communication program. 

Sarah Herring, daughter of Susan and Joel Herring, graduated from 
Jackson Prep.  She is headed to the University of Utah and will study 
Psychology.  Her sister, Emily Claire, graduated from Auburn 
University and will join Sarah in Salt Lake City to pursue her nursing 
career.  

Eliza Mazzaferro, daughter of Betsy and Gregory Mazzafero,
graduated from Jackson Prep and will be a freshman at University of
Mississippi this fall where she will study psychology.
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Sarah Lea and Dale have migrated for the
summer but promise to return in time for the
November Newsletter.

In their absence allow us to take the
opportunity to share with you about the Birds
Page on the Lake Lorman website.  
http://www.lakelormanms.com/birding.html   
Sarah Lee put together some very good
information about attracting birds to your yard
and what kind of seed is most popular with our avian friends.

You will also find a gallery of birds commonly seen around Lake Lorman.  This is a large gallery so you 
will need a little patience when it first downloads to your computer.  It is slow when you first look on the 
page but well worth the wait.  The Gallery of Birds was initially created using file photographs from the 
Cornell Lab but the intention is to replace the Cornell photos with ones submitted by Lake Lorman 
residents.  Several bird enthusiasts are already credited with their photos in the Gallery including: 
Norma Hankins, Myra Cook, Sandy Phelps, and Bob Marsh.  We are looking for clear pictures showing 
markings of birds to replace those now credited to the Cornell Lab… Only one picture of each bird is 
the intended final setup for the gallery so the pictures best showing the specimen will be used.  Your 
website hopes many residents will join in the fun and share their pictures of the birds they see around 
Lake Lorman.  Submissions should be emailed to birding@lakelormanms.com   and be sure to include 
the name of the photographer and the bird species (if you know it).

Hummingbird Migration
by Kelley Dickinson

Our resident birdologists, Dale and Sarah Lea Anglin, may have temporarily flown the coop, but there is 
some news for bird lovers.  Next month the Strawberry Plains Audubon Center will be hosting their 
annual Hummingbird and Nature Celebration.  The birds will spend the winter in Central America but en 
route they pass through the Audubon Center in Holly Springs the weekend of September 11 and 12.
Spread over 3,000 acres with 15 miles of hiking trails, the nature center hosts over 200 bird species.  At 
the celebration in September there will be guided nature walks, guest speakers, and plant sales.  There 
is a $3 charge to hike the trails.  
More information is available at 662.252.-1155 or www.strawberry.audubon.org.

With winter approaching (let’s hope so, 110 degree heat index today) dirt dauber has already written in 
previous articles about preparing as “the old folks” say “lay by” the current growing year and think about 
the next.  I hope to have some spring ideas for the next issue but I think I’ll just “lay by” gardening talk for 
a while and think of the joys we have here at the lake (lakes).
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This morning while sipping coffee early and looking out
toward the lake, a large bird with subtle blue gray plumage,
long legs, sinuous neck and thick dagger-like bill majestically
landed at water’s edge in my yard.  At first landing it
appeared to be quite unbalanced, but within seconds strode
masterfully along the water’s edge at a slow deliberate pace,
sometimes standing for long periods of time, waiting for fish
to come within range.  Once a meal is sited it moves with
lightning fast thrusts to catch its meal and the prey is
swallowed whole.

Watching a great blue catch its meal can be quite exciting…
but it can also be scary… herons have been known to choke
to death by attempting to swallow fish too large for their long,
s shaped necks.

Great Blues are large birds whose body size can range from
3.2 feet to 4.5 feet with a wing span from 5.5 to 6.6 feet.  My
morning guest was a big boy with a beautiful long “beard”.
Blue Herons breed in colonies, called heronries.  Those of you who have been on the lake for a number 
of years might recall the tall pine trees on the point, where the American Bald Eagle likes to roost now, 
looking as they had been “snowed on” one summer not many years ago… a heron colony for sure.
The author thinks these most magnificent birds are some of the gifts we can enjoy here on the lake… so 
be on lookout… sip your coffee, and let’s hope this heat wave breaks soon.

Until next time… 
Peace and Love,

“Searching For McWillie”
By Dan Dickinson

Over hill and dale in search of Madison’s only governor
“Let’s see if we can find McWillie,” I said to Kelley on a hot
Saturday morning in early June. 

“Find Mc Who?” she replied. As I’d learn the mention of
McWillie’s name rarely prompts much recognition.

“William McWillie. He was the state’s governor just before the
Civil War. Plus, he’s the only governor ever elected from
Madison County.” Of course, I had only just learned this myself.

“Is he lost?”

“Maybe,” I responded. “He’s supposedly buried somewhere in
northeast Madison County. But none of the maps can really
scope out where his grave is.”

So we went to see if we could find McWillie.

Who was this man? Not much is written about McWillie (1795-
1869). He was something of a transitory figure, a close friend
and political ally of Jefferson Davis who served one term in Congress (1849-1851) and one term as 
Governor (1857–1859).  
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McWillie was also a prominent slaveholder, who built the famed Kirkwood Plantation. Back in the day, 
Kirkwood shared honors with the Annandale Plantation as Madison’s most gracious and impressive 
antebellum showplace. Neither exists now.

Yet I knew that McWillie was buried in the “Kirkwood Cemetery”, on the grounds of his old estate. But 
where was that?

Kirkwood was supposed to be in northeast Madison County, near the Leake County line. So we headed 
out. We drove east on 43 past the small hamlet of Sharon, then we crossed in to Leake county. Here, in 
the developed part of Madison, it is easy to forget that half the county is rural, hilly, lush with lovely pine 
forests and almost depopulated. It was a long trip.

Leake was named after another early Mississippi governor, Virginian Walter Leake. In fact, only one of 
the state’s fifteen elected governors up to the Civil War was a native Mississippian, and that wasn’t 
McWillie. Most of our early governors were from other southern states – Virginia, South Carolina and 
Alabama – though one, Mexican War hero and fiery “state’s rights” advocate John Quitman, was a New 
Yorker. 

As for McWillie, he was a South Carolinian. He served as a teenager in the War of 1812, became a 
lawyer, and then spent several terms in the South Carolina legislature. In 1845, hoping to make a killing 
in the Mississippi cotton boom, he, his family, and his lifelong friend Chamber Levy – also a South 
Carolina lawyer and legislator, and a rare southern Jew – emigrated to the Magnolia State. 

Both thrived. In addition to their political accomplishments and success as planters, the pair founded a 
town nearby and named it after McWillie’s home base in Carolina. That’s Camden. 
McWillie also expanded his growing family. Altogether, he and his two successive wives had seventeen 
children. Additionally, some African Americans, including a prominent artist, claim to be descended from 
his slave relationships.

McWillie came into Magnolia State politics just as the crisis over slavery was heating up. Perhaps 
surprisingly, most of the leading plantation owners opposed secession. They believed that a civil war 
would end their pleasant way of life. 

But not McWillie. As a “state’s rights” congressman he took a strong stand against the Compromise of 
1850, only to be defeated by a Union Democrat. His buddy Davis lost a close race for governor the next 
year against Henry Foote, another pro-Union Solon. Times changed, though. By the time McWillie was 
elected in 1855 Mississippi was on the road to war, and McWillie was helping to push the cart. However, 
he also did some good things. He made real headway on building the state’s levee system, and he 
promoted the growth of railroads. He promised all sorts of progress with education, but little was 
accomplished.

From the Leake County line we drove through diminutive Thomastown and on up 429. Taking a chance, 
we headed down Old Pickens Road. Alas, the pavement soon ran out, along with any signs of habitation. 
Ahead were hills, forests, underbrush, logging roads and deer camps. 

Though afraid of getting stuck or blowing a tire, we tried several dirt tracks and found nothing. We did 
cross back into Madison County. Still, back on the main dirt road, we were about to give up when we saw
a cloud of dust behind us. Someone was coming down the road!

We stopped. A lady and her daughter stopped as well. No, they had never heard of either McWillie or 
Kirkwood. But there was an unmarked “Mt. Zion Road” a mile or so ahead. They thought there was a 
cemetery out there.
We drove on, headed up another rutty path, and found both the country church and the small burial 
ground. It was too new to serve. 
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We were about to throw in the towel when Kel suggested we go a bit further. We did and another mile 
ahead a logging road turned to the left, in too rough a condition for driving. I got out. “This is the Last 
Chance Bar and Grill,” I muttered. “It is McWillie or bust.”

We walked on, mosquitoes snapping away. Seeing a rise
deep in the forest, I thought I spied something. We
climbed a ridge and saw some stone monuments
standing in the overgrowth. Getting closer, we
determined that the monuments were surrounded by
what was left of a lace metal fence. We had found
McWillie.

The little burial ground was choked in undergrowth; lady
ferns, Juneberry, orange milkweed and poison ivy,
surrounded by long-leaf and slash pines. Still, many of
the tombs were standing and most were readable. A tall
monument denoted the grave of Chamber Levy. A small
one was marked “Our Little Margie”, a sad reminder that
in the Antebellum south even rich planters were
burdened by extraordinarily high infant mortality. Finally, we saw the square last resting place of 
Madison’s only governor. Kel had to pull back the thorns and weeds so I could take a picture showing his 
name.

McWillie got the secession he’d advised. His last public role was as a 
prominent member of the convention that in 1861 voted Mississippi into the 
Confederacy.

But things didn’t go the way McWillie had hoped. His oldest son and pride 
and joy was killed at First Manassas. Jackson fell to General Sherman and 
was burned. Kirkwood’s slaves ran off, Vicksburg fell. Though it survived the 
war, McWillie’s famed plantation was a shell of its former self. The only thing 
left of Kirkwood today are two museum piece plantation desks, both hand-
carved by talented slaves. McWillie passed away in 1869 with his beloved 
“Southern Way of Life” in ruins around him.

I suppose it is just in a certain way that McWillie’s last resting place is in such
a condition, and in such a place. It is far from clear that the state benefited 
overall from his service.

Yet in a broader sense, even a McWillie deserves to
be remembered, perhaps just as much for his errors
as for his accomplishments. There should be a
historical marker put up somewhere. It would be a
good thing if one of our historical societies went out
with a lawnmower and some Round Up and put the
cemetery in order. 

One of McWillie’s contemporaries said of him that he
was “a man of plain and practical good sense …
Somewhat warped by the intrigues incident to a long
political life.”

There are many such men – and women – even today.
We should all remember that such attitudes, and such resentments, can bear consequences. 
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Entrepreneurs at the Lake
by Kelley Dickinson

Entrepreneurs see a need and fill it.  Some of those entrepreneurs are our neighbors.

New Coker Road resident  Teri Lynn Brewster wants to help
your child succeed in math.  A twelve year math and science
teacher,  Teri  Lynn  will  tutor  your  child  from  6th grade  math
through college algebra.   “This  is  my blessing  to  be  able  to
make a living doing what I love and helping others too.”  Teri
Lynn has been tutoring full time since 2013 and is familiar with
the math websites used by the local schools.   She is excited
about moving here this month and is looking forward to meeting
her  new  neighbors.  Call  Teri  Lynn  at  601.966.2997  for

references and information.

Another enterprising neighbor is Claire Grothe.  She recently started Doody Duty,
which Claire explained will relieve residential and commercial clients of the chore
of scooping up after dogs.  She pointed out, “Pet waste can be hazardous to the
health of humans and our animals if not taken care of.”  This can be done on a
regular basis once or twice a week or as a one-time cleaning for an event. Claire
and her husband Gabe have lived in Gate 7 since December 2019 and have two
young children.  You can reach Claire at 601.749.6257 for more information.

Staying Fit in Living Color
by Karen de Kock

Raise your hand if you enjoy working out? I bet there weren’t a lot
of hands raised – but maybe you will change your mind once you
hear about a great way to work out and help support one of your
neighbors at the same time!

Lake Lormanites Kelsey and Dock
Daniel have lived at Lake Lorman for
18 years and have two children. Fagan
is 15 and is a sophomore in high school
and McHarg just turned 14 and is in the
8th grade.  The family is celebrating 5
years of owning Orange Theory Fitness
(OTF) in Madison. They opened their
Jackson location in December 2018.
And just what is OTF?  In layman terms
(the Daniels can give you all the
specific deets), OTF is a fitness studio
featuring a workout that focuses on
three major heart rate zones – green,
orange and red – and you want to
spend a certain amount of time each
workout in the orange level.  Thus, the
name ORANGE Theory Fitness.  (Again, there is so much more to this fun-
filled workout, you will definitely want to follow up with the Daniels).
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What made the Daniels decide to open a fitness facility? Dock says he spent twenty years as a physical 
education teacher and coach in the public school system, so teaching and fitness have always been
 something that has been exciting to him. He says creating an environment that leads to people 
discovering their best self is always rewarding and makes everyone feel good. He says it creates a 
community and a real sense of positive minded people that help support one another and add a layer of 
accountability that we all need.

And quite a community OTF has formed.  Dock says they have
had many, many Lormanites come through the doors since they
opened. He says currently they have around 12-15 members
from Lake Lorman. Tommy Draughn is the unofficial “Mayor” of
the 5am classes and Tony Huffman is the Alderman at Large in
the 6:30 evening classes! They have founding members (who
have been members from the very beginning) like Kay French
and Liz Woodward, who actively promote OTF as the ultimate
fitness destination!  Other fitness gurus of OTF include Liz’s
husband Barry, Drew and Kimberly Cleland, Beth Mullins,
Kimberly Thigpen, Stephanie Gathings, DeAnn and Anna Wright,
and Nancy and Kelsey Jones. (Hopefully we didn’t leave anyone
out – if so, it is totally the error of this writer). When OTF first
opened, over 1/3 of their members were friends and family of the
Daniels.  Dock says the support from Lake Lorman has been
amazing and he says our sister lake across the road (Lake Cavalier) has a few members as well.

Not only is OTF convenient to Lake Lorman – it takes less than 15
minutes to get there – but it is also very affordable. Touch base with
the Daniels for pricing as it varies according to your workout needs,
but Dock says because Lake Lorman is a corporation and there are so
many members from LL, they offer a discounted corporate discount for
Lormanites!

Dock says it is always fun to take a class or coach a class with
neighbors. The community and culture they have created at OTF with
all of their awesome members is really unique and rewarding…you
should come give it a try!  The first visit is on them!  Now, orange you
glad you read this article? 😊

As the summer stretches on and heat begins to settle in, no one 
wants to be stuck in the kitchen slaving over a hot stove!  Just in 
time, here is a favorite recipe that won’t heat up the kitchen.  It is 
actually a “No Recipe” recipe - my favorite kind!
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Quick Summer Chopped Salad

Dice up the following:

• Tomatoes (or cherry/grape tomatoes halved)
• Cucumber
• Avocado
• Bell Pepper

Proportions to your liking (and how much you have coming in from the garden!). If you don’t like 
something, omit it.

Throw in a handful of crumbled feta cheese. Don’t like feta? Then try fresh mozzarella or blue cheese.

Add some chopped fresh herbs – dill, mint, basil, chives, etc…whatever you have available

Toss with bit of light vinaigrette (see recipe below) and let sit for about 15-20 minutes.  Right before 
serving, throw on a sprinkling of something crunchy – we prefer sunflower or pumpkin seeds, but roasted
chopped almonds, pecans or walnuts would work well too.

Perfect side dish for something coming off the grill.

Our favorite salad dressing right now:
LEMON MISO DRESSING

• 1 ⁄ 2 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
• 1 ⁄ 3 cup lemon juice 
• 2 or 3 cloves garlic, minced 
• 2 teaspoons miso paste (preferably mellow white) – this can be found in the Asian food section of 

Kroger 
• 1 ⁄ 2 teaspoon fine sea salt 
• 1 ⁄ 4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper 

  
Combine the oil, lemon juice, garlic, miso, salt, and pepper in a glass jar with a lid. Use a fork to stir in the
miso, then shake vigorously to emulsify.

Another favorite recipe for your summertime bounty (although this does involve the oven). This recipe 
has been on a regular rotation in my house since I discovered it last summer.

Blueberry Skillet Cake
Ingredients

•1 stick butter
•1 cup all purpose flour
•1 cup sugar
•1 cup milk (I use skim, you could use almond milk or other dairy free milk in place of regular milk)
•1 pint (2 cups) blueberries – fresh or frozen. If using frozen, allow time to thaw.

Instructions
1.  Preheat oven to 375, spray a skillet with cooking spray or grease it with butter and set aside.
2.  In a bowl melt the butter (30 seconds in the microwave does the trick for me) then pour in the flour, 
sugar and milk and whisk to combine, until no big clumps remain. Pour into the prepared skillet.
3.  Sprinkle the blueberries evenly around the top of the batter.
4.  Bake for 40-45 minutes, or until edges start to turn slightly brown. Remove from oven and allow to 
cool for 10 minutes.
5.  Serve warm or room temp – with or without vanilla ice cream
Notes: I used a 10 1/4 inch skillet for this recipe. You could use a smaller skillet, the cake would just be a
little taller!
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Lake Safety and Maintenance

With “Hot” weather comes increased traffic on our lakes, water skiing, fishing, kayaking, canoeing, 
sailing, paddle boarding, swimming, etc. For your safety please review the map:

• The red color indicates “No Wake Zones”.
• The dark color indicates “Water Skiing Areas”.
• The yellow line roughly lays out in a connect the dots fashion the location of the buoys around the 

lake.
• The arrows indicate counter clockwise “Flow of Traffic of all Boats at Wake Speed”.
• Do not move the buoys.
• Do not tie boats to buoys.

While on the subject of buoys… placing them and when necessary re-stationing them is quite a chore.  
They are heavily weighted and difficult to handle but when a boat is tied up to a buoy the bouncing action
of the water “bobs” the buoys out of their location and redefines ski areas and no wake zones.  The 
buoys are located to keep skiers in deep water and away from shallows and underwater structures which
could easily injure a fallen skier.  Buoys also define the no wake zones which are for slower moving water
craft and swimmers… fishermen, paddle boarders, canoes and kayaks, etc. are encouraged to keep to 
the no wake zones.  Occasionally, a buoy “disappears”… reason unknown.  They are expensive and 
require a lot of cost and effort to replace.  Please respect the lake rules and be a good neighbor for and 
to the lake.  It is suggested that we all review the Lake Lorman Lake and Boat Rules as a matter of safety
and caution.  http://www.lakelormanms.com/images/Lake_Lorman_Lake_and_Boating_Rules21.pdf

One more concern is the discarding of waste from the cleaning and filleting of fish into the lake.  This is a 
violation of Lake Covenants.  Section II – Lots Item G. states: No garbage, refuse or trash of any kind 
shall at any time be dumped on or deposited in Lake Lorman.  While this may seem like a small item that 
has been standard procedure for many fishermen over the years it is unsanitary and swimmers and 
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skiers are subject to exposure to the results.  In some cases the refuse has floated to other residents 
property and can create foul odors.  Please, for the health and beauty of Lake Lorman do not do this.

Remember: Boat Registration and Stickers! 

If you have not registered Your Boat for 2021-2022… The time is   PAST   Now   and unregistered boats are 
not to be on the lake.  Contact Board member Bill Hulett to register your boat and get your 2021-2022 
stickers.  Phone 601.573.0869.

Save the Dates/  Scheduled   E  vents  :  

 Lake Lorman Corporation Board Meeting: Monday, August 16  – 6:00 p.m.
 Labor Day: September 6
 Lake Lorman Utility District Board Meeting: Monday, September 13 – 7:00 p.m.
 Lake Lorman Corporation Board Meeting: Monday, September 20 – 6:00 p.m.
 Lake Lorman Utility District Board Meeting: Monday, October 11 – 7:00 p.m.
 Lake Lorman Corporation Board Meeting: Monday, October 18 – 6:00 p.m.
 Lake Lorman Utility District Board Meeting: Monday, November 8 – 7:00 p.m.
 Lake Lorman Corporation Board Meeting: Monday, November 15 – 6:00 p.m.

Book club. 

Lorman book club has chosen“  The Only Woman in the Room “ by Marie Benedict as our 
September book.  This is the story of Hedy Lamarr who was a stunning beauty and had a 
stunning mind.  Due to Labor Day our next meeting will be Monday Sept 13. 

Be sure to check the Calendar on the Lake Lorman website for scheduled activities, 
meetings and events.
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August: Stephanie and Jimmy Gathings

http://www.lakelormanms.com/newsandevents.html
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July: Rachel and Walt Towery

June: Michelle and Bob Mills



Twin Lakes Baptist Church: You Are Invited ~ Everyone Welcome

Sunday School: 9:30 am (Live stream also available online and Facebook)
Sunday Morning Worship: 10:30 am. (Live stream also available online and Facebook)
Wednesday Service (Virtual on Facebook)
The church website address is: https://www.twinlakesmadison.org 

Hugh Smith, Pastor (601-259-4567) - ALL ARE INVITED

Lake Lorman’s   Fed  E  x Driver Murdered  

Robert Williams was shot while sitting inside of his truck and pronounced dead at the
scene.  Jackson Police announced Thursday, August 12th they are investigating the
shooting that occurred around 10:30pm in the 2800 block of Booker T Washington
Street in Jackson.

Witnesses indicated that a white vehicle pulled up and fired shots into the truck
occupied by Williams and Diontae Lewis (struck once in the arm). No suspect
information or motive is available at this time.

Notice to Residents: Your help is needed in order to make the Newsletter comprehensive, interesting, 
informative and meaningful.  Contact any Communications Committee member with suggestions for stories of 
interest, “Letters to the Editor”, school awards, births, weddings, trips, etc.  We reserve the right to edit to fit 
available space.  Any submissions should be sent to gsanford@lakelormanms.com with proper info as to how to 
contact contributor.

Communications Committee
Kelley Dickinson  -  Allie Elkin  -  Kay French  -  Bill Jones  -  Glenn Sanford

Special Contributors
Dale & Sarah Lee Anglin  -  Karen de Kock  -  Diane Pumphrey  -  Don Seagrove  -  Dan Dickinson

If your neighbor does not do “computer” please let us know and we will get a hard copy delivered… we want 
everyone involved in our Lake Lorman Community.

For additional lake information: http://www.lakelormanms.com and on
Facebook http://www.facebook.com/pages/Madison-MS/Lake-Lorman/309416818289 as well as Nextdoor.

Change Happens: Please let us know of changes to your email or home address at: info@lakelormanms.com 
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